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Abstract 
We all use metaphor to make sense of things. For instance, in the West we use the WAR 
metaphor to talk about and understand illness. We speak of BATTLING a cold, 
FIGHTING an illness, and the WAR against AIDS. This process is so natural to us that 
we don’t even think about the fact that we are actually using metaphoric extension (or 
what I call a cognitive schema process) to understand complex concepts. The use of 
cognitive schema in this way constrains the meaning we make of things. The choice of 
metaphor we use (which is cultural) determines our understanding. Other cultures use 
other metaphors and develop other cognitive schema to understand illness.  
 
This paper will examine the Nepali eating schema used for illness and address the 
applications that this has for HIV/AIDS prevention messages in the tiny Himalayan 
country of Nepal. 

Introduction1 
You and I use image schema to understand/communicate about illness: 
 
 - and our schema is illness as warfare  
  lexical: I am BATTLING a cold, you are FIGHTING 
                           an illness, and we are winning or loosing the 
                           WAR against AIDS. 
    
  conceptual:  Germ theory is pictured as an 
                                 army of invaders that attack our 
                                 bodies’ defenses. 
 
 - Foundational Schema concept (Brad Shore)  

 
 

                                                 
1 This paper was originally presented in PowerPoint format at the 106th 
Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association, Washington, 
D.C., November 28, 2007, in the session entitled Strategizing HIV/AIDS:  
Policy and Interpretation. For questions regarding examples used or the 
appendices contact the author at david_beine@sil.org. 
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Eating Aids… 
“Eating” is a foundational cognitive schema (metaphor) used widely in the Nepali 
language both at the lexical and conceptual levels; “eating” is used metaphorically to 
understand and communicate ideas regarding concepts from domains as disparate as 
corruption and emotion. Eating is also widely used metaphorically in Nepal to understand 
concepts related to illness. 
 
We (ethnocentrically) assume that our way of meaning making (e.g. war schema) is 
universal and we extend the use of metaphor to Nepal (and worldwide!), e.g. The “fight” 
against HIV/AIDS is universal in prevention messages – e.g. Dhaaley Dai message. 
 

FFoouunnddaattiioonnaall  SScchheemmaa  

illness economics beating 
deep 

emotion or 
shame 

Eating 
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This can result in miscommunication and ineffectiveness 
- e.g. AIDS as a beer or invading army (e.g. Dhaaley Dai) 
- prevention working? No!  

 

The Alternative (applied anthropology) 
We must discover and use natural cultural metaphors (image schema) to 
communicate messages rather than foreign schema. “Eating” is an effective metaphor 
for illness in Nepali (foundational image schema). 
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Is, therefore, the proposed application of a natural cultural metaphor to HIV/AIDS 
prevention messages in Nepal “wear condoms and eat AIDS”? Not exactly. 

Conclusions and Wider Implications 
Reactions to the prevailing (sexually explicit) prevention approaches are: 
 - they do talk about sex (euphemistically) 
 - to talk openly about sex instantiates (turns on) “randi” 
          (promiscuity) schema, which in turn instantiates “grinaa” (despise) 
           schema which results in wasted efforts. 

 
Application of the Dunn Model includes: 
 - health lowering (randi) 
  “Don’t let AIDS eat you!  Avoid walking with the girls!” 
 - health enhancing (faithfulness) 
  “Faithfulness tastes good!– Be saved from (or avoid being eaten by)  
        AIDS.” 
  “Keep your karma good.  Avoid bad actions.” 
  “Don’t let AIDS eat you!  (ABC)” 

 
 Is it working? (verdict still out) 

 - city (Western) versus “country” schema 
 

 Wider implications: 
 - animated condoms and “war” used elsewhere– efficacy? 

 

FFoouunnddaattiioonnaall  SScchheemmaa  
Nepali  

illness economics beating 
deep 

emotion or 
shame 

Eating 
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Appendix A: A Description of the War against AIDS 
 
I am BATTLING a cold, you are FIGHTING an illness, and we are winning or losing the 
WAR against AIDS. We explain germ theory as an ARMY of INVADERS 
ATTACKING the body. Various kinds of white cells BATTLE against the ATTACK. 
Macrophage are STATIONED at the most likely INVASION POINTS and SACRIFICE 
themselves to swallow the INVADER, die and are sloughed off by the body along with 
their ingested ENEMY. If any viruses are missed (or they are too numerous for the 
microphage to OVERCOME), then B cells, which are POSTED as SENTRIES at 
STRATEGIC points throughout the body, SOUND THE ALARM. B cells take 
“pictures” of the INVADERS and a message is sent (along with the “picture”) to the 
body’s T cells (the INFANTRY) letting them know that the body has an INTRUDER. 
The message is received by the TROOPS of T-KILLER and T-HELPER cells waiting in 
the wings to MARCH to our DEFENSE, DESTROYING the ENEMY INVADERS ON 
SIGHT. ARMED with that message (and the “picture” of the INTRUDER) T-KILLER 
and T-HELPER cells roam on PATROL around the body searching for these FOREIGN 
INVADERS that transgress our body’s borders. When they find the INVADERS, the T-
HELPER cells surround the virus and the T-KILLER cells ATTACK. The spleen serves 
as the final CHECKPOINT in the body to filter out any of the INVADERS that may have 
eluded their CAPTORS.  
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Appendix B: The Three Amigos Website 
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Appendix C: Taste of Life Cambodia Website 
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